
ROCKY MOUNTAIN REPORT

The Rocky Mountain Lodging Report is a monthly survey of lodging conditions in the Denver Metropolitan Area, as well
as in the states of Colorado, New Mexico.

I used the laundry and found everything worked well and was efficient. The desk can arrange any number of
tours and were good in assisting us with any enquiries we had during our stay. We ate there several times and
always had a great meal. Due to the September Flood, missing foot bridges, uneven trail surfaces, unstable
slopes, falling trees due to soil moisture, rutted trails, damaged water bars and steps, standing water, difficult
water crossings, and missing directional signs could be encountered. The staff were excellent and did
everything they could to make our stay enjoyable. Protect the tundra and get your feet wet rather than walking
on the fragile grass and flowers. By a Visitor No snow at all. We took the shuttle into town and this was a
good complimentary service. We had one meal in the bar that was nothing to write about but the staff were
pleasant. Next we have to say that this is a wonderful place to stay if traveling with a dog. The facilities at the
resort include pool and outdoor hot tub, gym and a good laundromat. The room had a decent sized kitchen,
and nice bedroom and bathroom. Conditions can change rapidly in the mountains. Carry a map and compass
and other backcountry travel essentials. Very dog friendly. I thought the resort was very good overall and the
apartments provided everything we needed during our stay. The resort ran a regular minibus to town which
was convenient and the motel location was great for getting to local attractions by car. Be prepared for varying
weather and trail conditions. Most of Rocky Mountain National Park is designated wilderness, where
self-reliance and adventure are expected. Plan ahead! Hikers should be prepared to take responsibility for their
own actions; search and rescue may be delayed. We liked it because the apartments were self-sufficient, had
the right level of facilities and we were out of town. We even saw an Elk walk past! The hotel is located just
pushed of Banff only a couple minute drive and had amazing views of the mountains. We thoroughly enjoyed
our stay at the Rocky Mountain Resort! Falling trees are ever-present hazards when traveling in the forest. The
resort is a few kilometres from Banff which was a positive considering how crowded and busy the town was.
The restaurant in the hotel is good with great staff and reasonably rices food. You can order wood for a small
fee five or ten bucks and they bring you a pack of wood, kindling and newspaper. Use great caution. Visitors
said microspikes were 'unnecessary. One log has disappeared leaving a bridge with a tread of inches at the
tapered end the portion across the Ditch. Staff real friendly too. It was well equipped and everything worked
well. Even the general manager of the resort was on hand to make sure that everything was going along as it
should. A few spots are rather muddy but passable.


